Gene expression divergence and the origin of hybrid dysfunctions.
Hybrids between closely related species are often sterile or inviable as a consequence of failed interactions between alleles from the different species. Most genetic studies have focused on localizing the alleles associated with these failed interactions, but the mechanistic/biochemical nature of the failed interactions is poorly understood. This review discusses recent studies that may contribute to our understanding of these failed interactions. We focus on the possible contribution of failures in gene expression as an important contributor to hybrid dysfunctions. Although regulatory pathways that share elements in highly divergent taxa may contribute to hybrid dysfunction, various studies suggest that misexpression may be disproportionately great in regulatory pathways containing rapidly evolving, particularly male-biased, genes. We describe three systems that have been analyzed recently with respect to global patterns of gene expression in hybrids versus pure species, each in Drosophila. These studies reveal that quantitative misexpression of genes is associated with hybrid dysfunction. Misexpression of genes has been documented in sterile hybrids relative to pure species, and variation in upstream factors may sometimes cause the over- or under-expression of genes resulting in hybrid sterility or inviability. Studying patterns of evolution between species in regulatory pathways, such as spermatogenesis, should help in identifying which genes are more likely to be contributors to hybrid dysfunction. Ultimately, we hope more functional genetic studies will complement our understanding of the genetic disruptions leading to hybrid dysfunctions and their role in the origin of species.